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Andrew lives a lonely life – despite being married. In the day-to-day routine and the
mind-numbing sameness of his existence, he’s alone within himself; a common enough
situation after spending 21 years with the same woman under the same roof.

It’s difficult to say whether he is to blame, or his wife, for their lacklustre marriage.
Some energy, surely, must still be there, wrapped up in a hidden soul within, just
waiting for a spark to bring colour and laughter back to their world.

Who will be the catalyst? Will his tireless, do-gooder wife Samantha come to life again,
or will it be the newly divorced Roberta, in seeking the fulfilment of her own needs,
who brings them fresh hope? And how is Andrew’s estranged daughter going to react
to the changes in her father, or to her mother's intentions?

As Andrew’s business and horizons expand, he has to walk the contours to meet the
needs of all the ladies in his life, yet still maintain his principles.

Contour looks at a common problem; a marriage failing from boredom. No punches are
pulled in this convincing, yet tender, tale.

About the author: With a background in industry, Jon Beattiey has worked with young
people in the conservation world, runs a successful mail-order business with his wife,
and writes for relaxation. He enjoys the challenge of taking real life scenarios into the
realms of conceivable fiction. This is his second novel.
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